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were getting 17C a pound. Now, that's my young days. And after that, of course,
they had to give more money and more money and more money. I bought lobsters
this year, I paid $4 a pound.  (So when you were on the light, I take it there was
plenty of time to do other work?) Well, there was only night and morning work in
fine weather. You would put the light on. The only thing, I was supposed to stay
there. I stayed there for the first two years. And after that I started chasing the girls
and, of course, I used to come ashore at night and some? times only go in the
morning. Get me? But he left me there, just the same.  When the fellow appointed
me there, he says, "Don't leave the lighthouse alone at night." That's all he told me,
and he went to Halifax. But, you know, I was kind of self-employed, because the
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Halifax used to come from Halifax with supplies (for the lighthouse). And they were
tight as old hell, see. They wouldn't give you too much. So, I'd only see them once a
year. That's all. Then you'd forget about them. You were on your own.  I had the log.
I had to state what time I was putting the light on, what time I was putting it out. I
used to take an almanac and I used to look in an almanac what time the sun was
setting or the sun was rising in the morning and I used to put that, eh! They'd never
look at the darn thing at all. That's government work, eh?  (The other thing you
were in charge of was the fog horn.) Ah, you had a special book for that. Well, there
was fog. You would have to say how much time that you were blowing the horn.... I
had a hand horn. That's all. And, of course, they'd blow. And the only thing, when I'd
hear a horn like that, well of course, they'd blow and then I'd (answer) them, that's
all. No more than that....  (So you never had to rescue anybody.) No. No, no, no .... 
And there's no traffic now at all. There's no traffic now compared to what there was.
There used to be vessels and boats going right through.... Sometimes a
Newfoundland vessel used to go to Sydney in the fall and they'd take a load of coal
from Sydney and take that to P.E.I. And they'd come (back) with produce. They'd
have a load (of coal) going and a load of potatoes coming.... Sometimes they'd
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anchor in Syd? ney for the rest of the winter and keep the potatoes in the hull (hold)
where they wouldn't freeze and they'd sell according as they were sold in Sydney....
 There was some loaded with wood here going to the mines in Glace Bay. And I cut
wood myself, I cut pit tim? bers for the mines and everything. That was all loaded
by hand in vessels. Pulp wood was the same thing. There was no trucking there like
there is now with pulp.  I used to fish salmon. Then when I was through fishing I'd
do a little farming. Sometimes I used to
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